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English Literature Test quiz: Trivia English Literature Test quiz: Trivia Welcome to this test English literature quiz. English is a pretty exciting language for studs, and it's advantageous in that it's a formal language for many countries around the world. The basics of writing sentences or ... The questions: 15
Tries: 188 Last updated: September 23, 2020 What part of the speech is prohibitive, which means whoever is in favor of banning the law of the production and sale of alcoholic beverages? English literature and grammar, classes 6-7 English literature and grammar, classes 6-7 First test semester, over
nouns, backyard nouns -single, hyphen, individual words, general and proper nouns, pronouns and their predecessors, personal pronouns, singular and plural, 1st, second and third person.,... The questions: 29 Tries: 131 Last updated: June 16, 2020 What is a noun? Test your knowledge of English
literature Check out your knowledge of English literature Someone can come to you and tell you that studying literature does not pay, but you know that all the favorite billionaire Bill Gates bought Codex Lester, one of Leonardo Di Vinci ... The questions: 15 Tries: 116 Last updated: May 21, 2019 What part
of the speech is protuberet, which means swell or bulge outside the surrounding surface? The final English Literature quiz Ultimate English Literature Literature quiz can refer to any written work, but for the most part, when we think of literature, we look at poetry, stories and other similar works of a creative
nature. Well, if you're a fan of English literature, then... The questions: 15 Tries: 113 Last updated: May 21, 2019 What part of the speech is the pontiff, what does the pope mean? English Literature Terms of Trivia: ICW quiz English Literature Terms Of Trivia: MC' quiz English literature terms trivia: mc
quiz. There are thousands of words in English at the writer's disposal, but should only use them when they know what they mean. One of the main things people learn in... The questions: 15 Tries: 111 Last updated: October 14, 2020 What part of the speech is super-nazi, what does the exhibition mean
haughty and careless contempt? The great quiz on English literature The Great quiz on English literature History of English literature began with the Germanic tradition of Anglo-Saxon settlers. The bibliophile is a book lover, and the word first appeared in print in 1824. This quiz is just for fun and if you are
interested ... The questions: 15 Tries: 107 Last updated: May 21, 2019 What part of the speech is a precondition, what does care mean? English Literature Terminology English Literature Terminology There are different words, the writer can use to express emotions, situations and actions not too clearly,
but grammatically Can you determine which nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs from this literature... The questions: 15 Tries: 102 Last updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of the speech is sapid, which means influencing the sense of taste? The knowledgefull quiz on English literature Knowledgefull quiz
on English literature quiz below is the first of many that are designed to see how familiar you are when it comes to English language and literature. Give it a try and increase your writing skills in less than thirty minutes. All... The questions: 15 Tries: 102 Last updated: September 20, 2018 What part of the
speech is the Renaissance, what does the rebirth of letters mean, and then the art that marks the transition from the Middle Ages to the modern time? English Literature Trivia Issues English Literature Trivia Issues There are different parts of speech in English and the word may have different meanings,
but the F used differently means something very different. Do you know any of these words? The quiz below is designed for testing... The questions: 15 Tries: 102 Last updated: September 20, 2018 What part of the speech is plutocracy, what does that mean the rich class in the political community who
control the government with their money? English literature test: will you pass? English literature test: will you pass? English literature is very broad, and few know how to use all the words correctly, but it takes time and a lot of reading. The quiz below is designed to test your literature skills and see where
you stand among others... The questions: 15 Tries: 101 Last updated: September 20, 2018 What part of speech is purgatory, which means an intermediate state in which souls are suitable for paradise or paradise redemption of suffering? IB English Literature Test Prep IB English Literature Test Prep IB
means for International Baccalaureate. This IB literature exam training is necessary for students aiming for an easy admission to university. The focus is on the knowledge of the native language. And the demands of the DIPLOMAT IB... The questions: 10 Tries: 100 Last updated: October 20, 2018 What
is the central idea of a literary work called? English Literature Matters Trivia English Literature Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Issues Over the past week we have received quizzes that help us increase our grammar and help us in writing plays and poems
with ease and meet the expectations of readers. How wide is your English vocabulary so far? Check your... The questions: 15 Tries: 100 Last Updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of the speech is the script that means writing or handwriting of the usual handwritten form? English literature group works of art
made up or art mostly written, but some are passed from per mouth. There are many who choose it as the primary in college. Test your understanding of English literature...... 15 to 15 euro Tries: 100 Last updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of the speech is the rivushka, what does a small stream or creek
mean? The final quiz on English literature is the ultimate quiz on English literature To have a career in literature it is important that you are able to learn a lot of words, their meaning and use in different situations. The quiz below is designed to test your skills so far. Give it a shot and come back ... The
questions: 15 Tries: 100 Last Updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of the speech is retribution, what does it mean to repay evil with a similar evil? The test quiz on English literature Test quiz on English literature Over the past few decades has been a lot of unforgettable English work, but one man whose
work never goes out of fashion with William Shakespeare. The writer is listed among the greats and you are what you can be ... The questions: 15 Tries: 100 Last Update: Sep 20, 2018 What part of speech is reproduction, which means the process by which an animal or plant generates another of its
kind? Interesting trivia questions on English literature Interesting trivia questions on English literature Most people who have the knack for acting would normally like to think that they may have a future as writers. This dream, however, can come to a stop if said the person does not know how to use his
words correctly given pen and paper. Do... The questions: 15 Tries: 100 Last updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of the speech is to reimburse, that is to repay in the equivalent of what was spent? An interesting quiz on English literature Is an interesting quiz on English literature Over the years people have
stopped caring so much for white-collar jobs and are now taking their young to risk in new directions that don't require them to wear suits. Some of these dreams include being... The questions: 15 Tries: 100 Last updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of the speech is the reference, what means who is
referring? The amazing trivia quiz on English literature The Amazing Trivia quiz on the English literature quiz below is not complicated and it is based on English literature and grammar. The quiz aims to test your understanding of English literature and how wide your grammar skills stretch. Give it a try as
you cook... The questions: 15 Tries: 100 Last updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of speech does it recognize that means remembering a person (person or thing)? The Exam on English Literature Trivia English Literature Exam Trivia Literature Study allows people to develop new ideas and ethical
perspectives, helps to present themselves as educated members of society. Some people read some works for fun. Do you think that Like... Issues: 15 Tries: 100 Last Updated: Sep 20, 2018 What part of speech to restore, what it means to build a build Or anew? 1. What is the I Chinese Divination Book?
Answer: And Jing. 2. Who wrote the poems Oshimandias and Ode to the West Wind? Answer: Shelley. 3. What is A.A. Milne's play, taken from Kenneth Grahame's book? Answer: Toad Toad Hall. 4. Which book about four days in Iowa took Robert J. Waller two weeks to write, and topped the bestseller
lists for seven months? Answer: Madison County Bridges. 5. Which comic actor and writer is the co-author of the book Life and How to Survive? Answer: John Clyese. 6. In which city was William Shakespeare born? Answer: Stratford-upon-Avon. 7. Who wrote Mira Breckinridge, Lincoln and Julian?
Answer: Gore Vidal. 8. What is N Bird Keats wrote an ode? Answer: Nightingale. 9. What was the only novel written by Margaret Mitchell? Answer: Get away with it. 10. Which author created the detectives Miss Jane Marple and Hercule Poirot? Answer: Agatha Christie. 11. What 4-letter word for sex first
appeared in the dictionary in 1986? Answer: Bonk - not obvious! 12. Which JE is the Governess in Mr. Rochester's Ward, in the book, wearing her name? Answer: Jane Eyre. 13. How many sonnets did William Shakespeare write? Answer: 154. 14. Which authors of the first (unsuccessful) book were
domestic journeys? Answer: Robert Louis Stevenson. 15. Who wrote The Outgoe of the Islands? Answer: Joseph Conrad. READ General Knowledge (GK) 2018 - 50 questions and answers quiz16. Who wrote Charlie and the chocolate factory? Answer: Roald Dahl. 17. In what novel does Thomas Hardy
appear the character of Bathsheba Everden? Answer: Far from the madding crowd. 18. Who wrote the sci-fi novel Slaughterhouse Five? Answer: Kurt Vonnegut. 19. What seven words provide the opening line of Shakespeare's play Richard III? Answer: It is the winter of our discontent. 20. Which group of
fans is the only one to be mentioned in the Oxford English Dictionary? Answer: Trekkies. 21. Who wrote the novel The Invisible Man in 1952? Answer: Ralph Waldo Emerson. 22. John Ridd is a male lead in which a book named after a girl as its title? Answer: Lorna Doon. 23. What great book was started
in Bedford Prison in 1675? Answer: Pilgrim's Progress. 24. The authorized version of the Bible was made on the orders of which king? Answer: James the First (1611). 25. What a novel begins with words: Last night I dreamed that I went to Manderley again ... Answer: Rebecca. Online Literature quiz
questions and answers 2019 - 2020 26. Who wrote about a pig named Empress Blanding? Answer: P G Wodehouse. 27. Whose 1995 novel The Last Breath of the Moor angered Hindu militants in India? Answer: Salman Rushdie. 28. Which county shares his name with the name of the English author?
Answer: Somerset (Maugham). 29. What is the title of Shakespeare's Cymbeline? King of Britain. 30. Excluding the word Hawaii, what is the only word in the English dictionary that has a double i? Answer: Skiing (Perhaps Radi). READ Who's Who General Knowledge Answers31. Who wrote her memoir
In What Falls To The Side? Answer: Mia Farrow. 32. Who wrote the play Happy Days in 1961? Answer: Samuel Beckett. 33. Who wrote a cookbook called Saving lt Simple? Answer: Gary Rhodes. 34. What term is used to refer to unauthorized and illegal access to computer programmes, often with
criminal intent? Answer: Hacking. 35. Who wrote the novel Bonfire of Vanity? Answer: Tom Wolfe. 36. What is the name by which Mr. Collins, who wrote a woman in white, is known? Answer: Wilkie. 37. What is the name of the pen was taken for Bravo's book Two Scratch? Answer: Andy McNab. 38.
What was E the Greek playwright who wrote about eighty plays? Answer: Euripides. 39. What is the first book in the New Testament? Answer: The Gospel of Matthew. 40. Which playwright wrote Barefoot in the Park and the Odd Couple? Answer: Neil Simon. 41. What is Gem is a strange looking creature
that jealousy is described as in Shakespeare's Othello!? Answer: Green Eye monster. 42. Who wrote the long-term play West End Mousetrap? Answer: Agatha Christie. 43. What salary is paid to Shakespeare, concerns the love of two old friends Valentine and Proteus to the beautiful Julia? Answer: Two
gentlemen of Verona. 44. Who was the first book to be pebble in the sky? Answer: Isaac Asimov. 45. Which book became The Bestselling Book of the Year in America in 1794? Answer: The autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, which was published in England a year earlier - three years after his death.
READ 50 Best Literary Quiz - Literature Quiz 46. Who wrote that a female species is more mortal than a male? Answer: Rudyard Kipling. 47. Who wrote the vans' servants in 1969? Answer: Jack Vance. 48. What is D being the place for Shakespeare's Hamlet? Answer: Denmark. 49. Who wrote plays on
a political topic such as Little Foxes? Answer: Lillian Hellman. 50. In what book does Humpty Dumpty appear? Answer: Through the Closure. Read Animal True or False Quiz with Answers Prev Post Animal True or False Answers With Answers Next Post 50 Geography quiz - Geography MC english
literature quiz with answers pdf. latest english literature quiz with answers. quiz on english language and literature with answers. english literature quiz questions with answers pdf. quiz on indian english literature with answers
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